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Circa 1905: Theodore Roosevelt (1858 – 1919), the 26th president of the United States (1901-09) sitting at his desk, working. (Hulton Archive/Getty Images)

Whether it’s Donald Trump’s call to bar Muslims from coming into the United States, or Ted Cruz’s call to abolish the IRS or carpet bomb ISIS, today’s Republicans sound very different from the Republicans of the past – particularly two who had roots in New York.

*Here & Now*’s Robin Young visits Sagamore Hill, the former home of Theodore Roosevelt, and speaks with SUNY political science professor Gerald Benjamin about how different today’s Republicans are from Teddy Roosevelt, who was president from 1901 to 1909, and Nelson Rockefeller, who was vice president from 1974 to 1977 and New York governor from 1959 to 1973.

- [More stories from our election road trip](http://hereandnow.wbur.org/2016/04/19/trump-cruz-vs-roosevelt-rockefeller)

**Guest**

- [Gerald Benjamin](http://hereandnow.wbur.org/2016/04/19/trump-cruz-vs-roosevelt-rockefeller), political science professor at the State University of New York (SUNY) at New Paltz. He’s also director and associate vice president for regional engagement at The Benjamin Center.

Other stories from Tuesday’s show

- [Were Dinosaurs Early Victims Of Climate Change?](http://hereandnow.wbur.org/2016/04/19/trump-cruz-vs-roosevelt-rockefeller)
- [A Year After Freddie Gray Died, Baltimore Activist Says City Hasn't Changed Much](http://hereandnow.wbur.org/2016/04/19/trump-cruz-vs-roosevelt-rockefeller)
- [Harlem Voters Are Ready For The New York Primary](http://hereandnow.wbur.org/2016/04/19/trump-cruz-vs-roosevelt-rockefeller)
• How Today’s Republicans Differ From Teddy Roosevelt, Nelson Rockefeller
• Troy, New York: A Former Steel Town Makes A Comeback
• N.Y. Congresswoman Louise Slaughter On Why She’s Supporting Hillary Clinton
• At Least 5 Dead As Major Flooding Closes Much Of Houston
• School Funding Debate Comes Before The Texas Supreme Court
• Taliban Target Downtown Kabul
• Bernie Sanders’ New York Game Plan, And Beyond
• Three ‘New York’ Candidates Battle It Out In New York Primary
• LGBT Issues In The Spotlight In Tennessee
• What’s Next In The NFL’s Legal Battle Over Concussions
• Music From The Show
• Full Rundown
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How · 7 days ago
Nice revisionist history. Democrats were the party of the confederacy, the party of the KKK, and the party that filibustered the civil rights bills.

Reply · Share

Democratsinceiwasborn · 7 days ago
Have you always been ignorant or is this the beginning of dementia?

Reply · Share

slfoster01 · 7 days ago
Can bury this line of argument?

the pre-Civil Rights Act Democrats are the post-Civil Rights Act Republicans [because too many Democrats voted for the Act- the majority of the votes] and the whistling dixiecrats didn’t want to be associated with a party that supported equal rights for black people.

Reply · Share

ocdhickson · 7 days ago
Nice little liberal fairy-tale. Whatever it takes to help you sleep at night. "the pre-Civil Rights Act Democrats are the post-Civil Rights Act Republicans" Robert Byrd, George Wallace, Hale Boggs, William Fulbright, Sam Ervin, Russell Long, Wilbur Mills, Jamie Whitten and Charles Bennett All Democrats pre AND POST -civil rights act.

That's just the short list too. Funny how facts wash away fantasy.

Reply · Share

Greg Camp · 7 days ago
It's sad that "macho" is such a term of disparagement to some people.

Reply · Share

How · 7 days ago
Robin why don't you just come out and say what you really think about Republicans. I'd like to hear it!

Reply · Share

Cacimbo Smith · 7 days ago
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Congressman Charlie Dent Throws Support Behind John Kasich

The Pennsylvania Republican argues that the Ohio governor is the only GOP candidate who can beat Hillary Clinton.
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New Book Takes In-Depth Look At Deadly Yarnell Fire

Nineteen members of the Granite Mountain Hotshots were killed in the wildfire, the
largest single-day loss of firefighters since 9/11.
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‘Lemonade’ Hailed As Beyoncé’s Most Important Release Yet

The album and accompanying hour-long movie were released on Tidal over the weekend, but begin a broader release on iTunes today.
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Favorite Passover Recipes From Chef Kathy Gunst

Our resident chef shares recipes for spiced charoset, pavlova (flourless meringue cake) and chicken soup.